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Torreglosa, Fernández, & Jurado, 2013) a fuzzy logic
based EMS has been presented, while in (Gudi, Wang,
& Devabhaktuni, 2012; Pollhammer & Kupzog, 2011)
heuristic optimization approaches were used to
optimizes the DSM operation. Others have handled
the problem as a linear programing problem such as
(Kang, Park, Oh, Noh, & Park, 2014). Also, genetic
algorithms techniques have been applied as presented
in (Jayasekara & Wolfs, 2011). Furthermore, some
researchers were interested in basing their decision
based on next two hours or day-ahead forecast for the
electricity prices, user’s electrical load or both as
presented in (Leon-garcia, 2010). Also, other
approaches were interested in associating the
prediction system with a real-time continuous
optimization algorithm to make up for the forecast
mismatching or unforeseeable events (Barbato &
Carpentieri, 2012; Di Giorgio & Liberati, 2014).
To sum up, the presented approaches within the
literature are interested in a centralized system, where
all the devices are controlled by EMS. Then, the EMS
gathers up all the available requests for scheduling and
feeds back an operational signal to the device. Such
approaches have always assumed an absolute control
over the future smart devices and perfect system
compatibility. In reality, every household appliances
manufactures would like to have its own controller
that is fully aware of system capabilities so that a
pleasant customer experience can be guaranteed.
Thus, integrating several devices from different
manufactures might represent a challenge to the EMS.
The objective of this contribution is to present a cosimulation between an electricity prediction system
and a decentralized micro-market based EMS. The
whole simulation works on exchanging data between
SimulationX, which represents the home model in
addition to the EMS, and Simulink, which provides a
day-ahead prediction and continuous prediction
correction to the EMS. The modeled EMS is based on
the micro market approach. It works on providing the
household devices a cost signal that is formulated
based on the electricity demand forecast, electricity
stock market price, available in-house energy sources
such as Photovoltaic (PV) and micro Combined Heat
and Power cycle (CHP). Furthermore, different
configuration and in-house energy sources capacities

ABSTRACT
Demand Side Management (DSM) represents one of
the most important factors in increasing the overall
electrical system efficiency. To achieve an automated
DSM, an Energy Management System (EMS) must be
applied within the building. Throughout this
contribution, an EMS based on a micro electricity
market model, in which all the devices interact based
on the energy costs to minimize the overall energy
costs, will be presented. The EMS calculates the cost
signal and distributes it over to the supply and demand
side devices so that they can take their own sale or
purchase decisions. The simulation is based on cosimulation between SimulationX and Simulink.
Keywords: Simulink-Modelica Co-Simulation, User
behavior, Decentralized Energy Management System,
Micro Market, Micro Cogeneration

INTRODUCTION
Financial incentives plays an important role in
encouraging the users to shift their loads according to
the grid prices or available energy resources, yet the
shifting decision needs a continuous load monitoring.
Such thing represents a significant burden over the
user. Also, it would be challenging to optimize the
load shifting manually. Energy Management Systems
(EMS) represent one of the most common solutions
for Demand Side Management (DSM) automation
within the residence. The main motive behind the
EMS isn’t only to handle the common household
appliance loads within the house, but also to manage
the upcoming Electric Vehicles (EVs) or Hybrid
Electrical Vehicles (HEVs) loads which will represent
a significant addition on the user’s residence and on
the national grid as well.
Throughout the literature, several EMS approaches
have been presented that works towards several goals.
Yet, most of them was targeting peak load clipping,
minimizing energy costs, minimizing CO2 emissions,
maximizing use of the energy supplies within the
house (Di Giorgio & Pimpinella, 2012; Ikeda et al.,
2011; Stluka, Godbole, & Samad, 2011; Warren,
2014). The approaches used to reach these goals have
varied along with the system installation, the house
available devices, and its configuration. In (García,
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and consequently, they might have a common request
and ask to operate at the same hour, cheapest hour. In
this case, the micro market controller gives the priority
to the highest load, then the other devices
automatically reschedule their request depending on
the new cost signal provided.

were tested to show out the optimum system
configuration that could be applied within a Smart
Home for the applied operation scenarios.

DECENTRALIZED EMS
Overview on the Micro Market Approach
Several household devices and micro CHP control
strategies presented in the literature are designed to
operate according to the real-time prices (RTP)
(Houwing, 2011; Nyeng & Ostergaard, 2011), but the
RTP presented by the grid aren’t representative
enough to the operating loads inside the house, or the
in-house energy sources use. The micro market
adapted approach creates a market among both of the
supply side devices (i.e., PV and micro CHP), demand
side devices (i.e., household appliances) and storages.
Through this market, every supply or demand device
can have its own controller which depends on the RTP
signal proposed by the grid, yet this signal will be
substituted by the micro market signal.
The micro market is designed to receive the RTP,
along with purchase and sale requests from all kind of
devices and storages, then it formulates the cost signal
and transmits it back to all the devices, so that every
device can take its own decision. The cost calculation
function depends basically on equation 1 below,
where D represents the electricity demand, S
represents the electricity supply, and C represents the
costs.
𝐶𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

(𝐷𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 −𝑠𝑃𝑉 −𝑠𝐶𝐻𝑃 −𝑠𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 )×𝐶𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑 +
𝐶𝑃𝑉 +𝐶𝐶𝐻𝑃 +𝐶𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝐷𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡

Demand Side Devices
All the household appliances can be considered
demand side devices as they are all energy consuming
devices, yet only few of them have the ability to shift
their own loads. Within this simulation the freezer,
washing machine, dishwasher, tumble dryer and EV
were considered to have the ability to shift their load.
Other household appliance were disconnected from
the electricity market, yet their electrical load is
considered within the grid.
For the dishwasher, washing machine, and the tumble
dryer, the same controller was used. The function of
this controller is simply to find the minimum cost spot
and reserve it to its own device. Those devices were
considered uninterruptable, in another words, they
cannot reserve two different spaced market spots, but
rather consecutive ones. Yet, the electrical vehicle
controller have the luxury to reserve multiple spaced
market spots, as batteries charging can be stopped at
any moment and then resumed at a later time.
The freezer controller has been using different
strategy, since the freezer should be working
continuously. Also, the freezer has the advantage of
thermal storage. The controller of the freezer is
continuously working on monitoring the market
average cost of each hour. Whenever it recognizes an
increase in the average cost of the upcoming hour, it
increases the cooling temperature so that it increases
the switching off period of the compressor in the
following hour.

(1)

It should be mentioned that all the variables
represented in equation 1 are vectors representing
either the average cost of the next 24 or 48 hours,
depending on the associated prediction systems.
Micro Market Controller
The micro market controller has been coded in
Modelica and could be divided into two basic
functions, the cost modifier and the load modifier
function. The main purpose behind using those two
functions is to prevent oscillations. These two function
work co-operatively to blind the device out of
recognizing the cost increase due to its own purchase
so that it proceeds with the same purchase order rather
than moving to another slot. Figure 8 represents the
high-level topology of the micro market along with all
the devices connection.
The micro market doesn’t have any optimization
function, it is just responsible for the average cost
signal formulation and transmission to the devices. As
soon as the market receive a purchase request from the
device, it increases the market cost of this hour and
transmits it back to all the other devices. If this cost
got relatively higher, the other devices automatically
choose different operation hours. Yet, it could happen
that a sudden market cost changes due to
unforeseeable user behavior or a false prediction. At
this moment, all the devices works on rescheduling

Supply Side Devices
Throughout the modeling process, two main types of
supply side devices were considered in the analysis,
which are the PV and the micro CHPs. Integrating PV
into the system was simply through sharing a
predefined PV power output prognosis with the micro
market EMS. Since the PV output is dependent only
on the solar irradiation, PV wouldn’t be interacting
with the market but rather submitting information
about its feed-in tariff and available capacities for each
hour of the day.
On the contrary of the PV, the micro CHP can
modulate itself depending on the market price, or the
user’s need. Since the micro CHP co-generates heat
and electricity, a heat storage had to be associated. The
main function of the heat storage is to decouple the
heat generation from the electricity. Consequently, it
will provide the micro CHP with a space to interact
with the micro market cost signal.
In this simulation model, the micro CHP controller
was designed initially as a heat-led controller so that it
can satisfy the basic heat demand of the user. Yet, it
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charges the heat storage with an additional heat, if the
micro market cost signal of the current hour is greater
than feed-in tariff of the micro CHP.

generate a day-ahead electricity load profile along
with an hourly correction.
Compilers Configuration
The choice of compilers wasn't only depending on the
required computational speed and accuracy, but it was
also depending on the communication method
between the two simulation tools. In the case of the
system co-simulation, the SimulationX should have
been working as a sever to control the co-simulation
and to initiate the communication with the Simulink in
form of electricity metering, yet SimulationX was
designed only to work as a slave, in case of cosimulation with Simulink. Thus, a dummy signal of
zero is sent from Simulink to initiate the
communication, then the SimulationX starts to
communicate the correct electricity metering data.
Such communication behavior has led to a time step
lag in the received data to Simulink that consequently
led to an error within the co-simulation. To avoid such
error within SimulationX, the simulation was initiated
at a negative time step (i.e., -60 seconds) in case of one
minute step size communication, but initiate the
Simulink at time 0 seconds. Throughout this way, the
data can be sent in the correct order
For the SimulationX solver choice, CVODE was a
candidate solver. It is simply an external solver for
Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) that can handle
stiff and non-stiff models. The most important feature
of this solver is its high computational speed, yet this
solver has failed in the EMS model. The reason behind
the failure of this solver is the incapability of the solver
to start at a negative time. Thus, the next best choice
was the Backward Differential Formulas (BDF)
solver. The BDF has the same capabilities of the
CVODE, but it has the capability to start at a negative
time.
For Simulink, the fixed step solver along with the
ODE3 (Bogacki-Shampine) method was the most
suitable solver for the prediction model. The step size
has been also set to 60 seconds so that it could fit along
with the coupling elements communication step size
and the SimulationX model.

Storages
Batteries were also considered as a part of the
simulation. The unique function of the battery within
the simulation is its ability to submit both of purchase
and sale orders to the micro market.
In the simulation, the batteries receive no information
about the exact energy surplus due to PV and micro
CHP generation, or about the energy deficit, yet the
cost signal has been providing satisfactory
information about the status of the whole system. It
can be noticed out of evaluating equation (1) that if the
residents’ electricity demand went below the energy
supply of the PV and micro CHP, the average cost will
be negative. Consequently, the batteries were
designed to charge, whenever the average cost is
negative to minimize the energy export to the grid. For
the discharge process, it always takes place whenever
the cost signal is higher than feed-in tariff of the
supply side devices. The amount of energy discharged
is always proportional to the cost signal.

CO-SIMULATION
Overview
The co-simulation between SimulationX and
Simulink is occurring through using the TCP/IP
protocol. Throughout this protocol, the data can be
exchanged between the two simulation tools. To
create this connection, one simulation tool must act as
a master to control over the simulation while the other
simulation tool must act as a slave. In the case of cosimulation between SimulationX and Simulink,
SimulationX can only act as a slave and consequently
the Simulink had to act as a master.
Purpose

OPERATION SCENARIOS AND INPUTS
Overview
Due to the lack of measured electrical load profiles
that exclude load shifting devices (Smart Devices).
Conventional load profiles were used out of the
‘ADRES-CONCEPT Project’ (Vienna University of
Technology, 2012). This data represents two weeks of
highly resolution measurement of domestic
households in Austria for winter and summer
respectively. Then, a synthetic load profile was
created for each smart device using a high resolution
profile generator (Richardson, Thomson, Infield, &
Clifford, 2010). The synthetic load profile was used to
evaluate the economic potential of the DSM
application on smart devices.

Figure 1: SimulationX- Simulink co-simulation
As show in Figure 1, the main purpose behind cosimulation is to associate an electrical load prediction
system to the micro market based EMS. Two main
simulation software were used, SimulationX and
Simulink. The main purpose of using the SimulationX
is to model the physical environment of the household.
SimulationX enabled modelling users’ heat and
electricity demand, weather variation, PV generation,
heat storages, and appliances interactions with the
EMS. For the Simulink, it was used to integrate a
Matlab based robust prediction algorithm, which can
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For the operational scenarios, initially a conventional
home was modeled without smart devices as a
reference model. Consequently, the base electrical
load profile had just to be added to the synthetic load
profile. But for the smart home, the smart devices
starting and ending time have to be defined. Thus,
three basic operation scenarios were applied to
compare the smart home to the conventional home.

Sources ACT (EEG) and the Act on Combined Heat
and Power Generation (KWKG) charges and the
concession fees (Traber, Kemfert, & Diekmann,
2011), which made it much cheaper from the current
€
tariffs. Thus, using the 0.26
as a maximum price
€

Scenario 1: Bounded Intervals
In this scenario, 6 hours interval was allowed for every
smart device. The starting and ending time are based
on the time given by the synthetic profiles such that
the starting and ending time are 3 hours before and
after the operation time determined in the synthetic
profile of the device. Thus, the intervals of operations
of the smart home devices are bounding the operation
time of the devices in the conventional home.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
System Interactions
Figure 9 shows out the power of all the smart
household devices, batteries, PV and micro CHP
within a summer week. Although PV is feeding in
energy, and so its power should be negative in this
graph, the absolute value was taken just for the sake of
showing out the system behavior and interactions with
the PV.
The inputs of the system have been varying from a day
to a day. For the household appliances, if they are
given orders to operate within the morning hours, they
try to work whenever there is a PV supply. Otherwise,
they shift their operation to the hours of the battery
discharge or the cheapest grid hours. Also, the freezer
power scheme can be noticed throughout the 7 days of
operation where the freezer has been working on
either the energy saving mode or on storing energy to
avoid expensive hours.
Furthermore, the batteries have been always charging,
whenever there is an excess of supply so that it
wouldn't disrupt the operation of the devices. For the
discharging, it always occurs after the operational
period of the PV, except if the PV supply wasn't
sufficient. The case where the supply of the PV wasn't
sufficient can be noticed in day 1. The tumble dryer
load is 2.5 kW, and the PV supply power was less than
this value, so the battery automatically discharged in
this period. It should be also noticed that in some days
like day 5 and day 7 that the battery system wasn't
operational at all, and this is due to the high
consumption of the non-smart devices on these days

Scenario 2: Specific Operation Modes
Figure 2 can show out the specified modes of
operation that should be given to the smart devices. In
this scenario, the user has to choose in which mode the
device has to operate, but in the simulation, the modes
of operation are occurring in sequence throughout the
week.

Home Mode
17:00 till 24:00

Operation
Modes

Bed Mode
00:00 till 06:00

𝑘𝑊ℎ

and the 0.22
as a minimum price, another signal
𝑘𝑊ℎ
was created that shares the same degree of variations
all over the hours of the day of the EEX market price
signal.

Work Mode
06:00 till 17:00

Figure 2: Specific operation modes of the demand side
devices
Scenario 3: Free Search
The free search scenario is an unrealistic scenario. In
this scenario all the devices are given operation
intervals of 24 hours. Consequently, the device always
chooses the best hour for operation throughout the
whole day. Although such scenario of operation won't
be occurring in real life, it was just applied only to be
used as a reference to evaluate the potential of the load
shifting itself within a home.
Grid Prices Signal
Currently two main tariffs are used in Germany, the
single tariff and the double tariff (Europe’s Energy
Portal, n.d.; SWM, 2013). Since no real-time pricing
was available from the grid suppliers, a pricing signal
had to be created based on the European Energy
Exchange (EEX) market price. The hourly market
prices from 25th of July till 1st August, 2013 were
summed up and averaged to be used as a market grid
price signal, yet these prices excluded several
additional costs such taxes, Renewable Energy

Figure 3: Overall effective power and battery
behavior
Also, Figure 3 shows that the battery behavior where
the battery charged itself when the system was feeding
in energy to the grid, but discharging relative to the
available load.
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applied. For each device, three possible configuration
were tested. Table 1 shows out the possible
configuration of the supply side and storage devices.
For the micro CHP systems, three kinds were used,
Honda ECOWILL Internal Combustion Engine (ICE),
the eVita Stirling Engine (SE) and the BlueGEN Fuel
Cell (FC). Along with the micro CHP systems,
stratified head storage tanks of different volumes were
used. For the PV system, Schott 165 Poly-Crystalline
modules were used (Phoenix Solar, 2013).
Furthermore, different capacities of lithium ion
batteries were added to the configuration.
Consequently, it can be concluded that there are 81
possible configuration to be tested, or 27 possible
configuration for every kind of micro CHP. The
Table 1: Smart home possible configuration
scenarios

Since Figure 9 represents a summer week, it can be
recognized that the micro CHP works only covering
the residual electrical load rather than heat loads.
Thus, it can be noticed that it operation is related to the
battery discharge absence and peak loads. Such
behavior can be easily monitored from day 1 till day
4, yet from day 5 to day 7 the micro CHP couldn't
cover the consumption as good as the previous days,
because the modeled week is a summer week and so
the heat storage was full on these days due to low heat
demand on these days.
Reference: Conventional Home
Since the main goal behind this simulation is to
compare a conventional home to a smart home, a
model for conventional home was created to have it as
a reference for the comparison. The model of the
conventional home represents simply a home with a
conventional boiler, heat storage tank and an electrical
vehicle. Although the electrical vehicle isn't a part of
the conventional homes nowadays, it was added for
the sake of having a fair comparison between the smart
home and the conventional home. The heat storage
tank had a volume of 750 liters and should be kept at
a reference temperature of 50 Celsius. The condensing
boiler used is the Viessmann VITODENS 300-W.

Configurations
Devices
Micro CHP
PV (No. Of Modules)
Thermal Storage (Liters)
Batteries (kWh)

1

2

3

ICE
20
500
0

SE
40
750
2

FC
60
1000
4

Throughout the analysis of the 27 runs, it was found
that minimum running cost was occurring in the same
run of every micro CHP kind. The optimum cost run
was the one where no batteries, 60 PV modules and
500 liters thermal storage were used.
The running cost is just one indicator about the
economic viability of the system, yet the investment
cost of the system should be included to evaluate the
economic viability of each configuration thoroughly.

Conventional Home with an EMS
Two models were created for the sake of comparison
between the conventional home and the conventional
home with an EMS. The goal behind this evaluation is
just to assess the potential of the EMS use on its own,
without consideration of any supply side devices such
as the PV or the micro CHP. In the model of the
conventional home, the demand side devices load
profiles have been a part of the main non-smart
devices load profile of the house, but in case of the
conventional home with an EMS, the load profile of
the demand side devices is created through the
simulation. The evaluation of these operation
scenarios of the smart demand side devices can be
summarized in Table 2. The table shows the amount
of savings due to the use of the EMS on its own in
Euros and in percentage of the electricity bill. Due to
the availability of only two weeks of data, a summer
week and a winter week, the year was divided into two
seasons, a summer season and a winter season. The
summer season consist of 25 weeks, while the winter
seasons consists of 27 weeks. Thus, based on the
weekly savings, the winter and summer season
savings, in addition to the yearly savings were
determined.

€ 40.000
€ 20.000
€0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
-€ 20.000
-€ 40.000
-€ 60.000

Years
Honda ECOWILL
BlueGEN
eVita Stirling Engine

eVita Stirling Engine
Honda ECOWILL
BlueGEN

Figure 4: Cash flow based on hourly electricity
market price
Figure 4 shows out the cash flow of the three different
types of micro CHPs along with optimum
configuration of PV and heat storage. It can be noticed
that all of them are sharing almost the same yearly
cash flow, yet the investment costs of each of them
varies significantly. The ECOWILL system has the
lowest investment cost, then the eVita Stirling engine
and then the BlueGEN fuel cells. Thus, the ECOWILL
has showed out that it could be the most suitable micro
CHP among the three types presented at the moment
for the smart home due to its low investment cost. The

Different Smart Home Configuration
The goal behind running different system
configuration for the smart home is to reach the best
possible configuration that could be applied in a smart
home. As a given operation scenario for the smart
home demand side devices, the specific modes of
operation has been used, but for the smart supply side
devices and storage, several configurations have been
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overall smart home system including the ECOWILL
micro CHP has showed out a payback period of 9.32
years, if the comparison is based on the real-time
market signal, but in case of comparing based on the
double tariff system, the payback period will decrease
to 8.77 years as per Figure 5.

approach, where different supply and demand side
devices from different manufacturers could be
integrated together to interact based on the micromarket signal. To evaluate the system performance,
several configuration and operation scenarios were
applied to find the optimum smart home
configuration. Also, such evaluation assisted in
evaluating the potential of decentralized EMS within
conventional homes.

€ 40.000
€ 20.000

System Configuration and Performance
The system configuration optimization has led to
eliminating the battery stacks due to its current
uneconomic costs. Yet, batteries might be of a major
importance in such system in the future due to the
foreseeable battery costs decrease. In addition to that,
it was found that ICE based micro CHP systems
represent the most economic option due to its low
investment cost in comparison to the SE and FC.
Throughout evaluating the optimum system runs, it
was found that the decentralized EMS was successful
in saving 19% of the yearly electricity costs, if it was
applied in a conventional home. Yet, if such system
was integrated along with the in-house energy sources,
the savings can reach 66% yearly of the overall
operation costs.

€0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
-€ 20.000
-€ 40.000
-€ 60.000

Years
Honda ECOWILL
BlueGEN
eVita Stirling Engine

eVita Stirling Engine
Honda ECOWILL
BlueGEN

Figure 5 : Cash flow based on double tariff
Comprehensive Comparison
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Outlook
The decentralized EMS represents one of the simplest
ways of multi-manufacturers devices integration, also
having the EMS based on the micro market approach
facilitates its integration along with a community
market in the future.
Furthermore, a decentralized system based on the
micro market cost signal will enable the smart device
to recommend operation times, as shown in Figure 7,
to the users instead of letting the user to insert a
starting and ending time that wouldn’t fit with the
generation schedule of the in-house supply devices.

Conventional Home Conventional Home Smart Home (1 kWe
With EMS
MCHP, 7 kWp PV)
EEX based Variable Tariff

Double Tariff

Figure 6: Relative house comparisons based on the
energy cost
Figure 6 shows out the difference between a
conventional home, a conventional home with an
EMS and a smart home optimal configuration. It can
be noticed that the use of the EMS on its own has led
to a decrease in the overall energy cost (i.e., electricity
and fuel cost) up to 13%, while the use of the supply
side devices has led to decreasing the bill by 66%
relative to the conventional home.
It should be also put into consideration that the energy
cost could have even decreased more, if the self-use
tariff of the micro CHP were applied. Yet to apply this
tariff, the amount of energy supplied by the micro
CHP to the devices shall be known and this is not
possible so far in this market approach as all the supply
side devices export their energy to the pool and then
the source of energy gets lost.

Figure 7: Smart device display panel
Yet, the algorithm needs to be further improved to
enable identification of different in-house supply
energy sources. In another words, the EMS can’t
identify whether the PV, micro CHP or the batteries is
currently feeding-in energy to the grid, consequently,
the lowest feed-in tariff was always applied within the
calculation. Thus, if the energy sources could be
identified, the system could be even more economical
to the user.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Summary
Throughout this contribution, the results of a cosimulation EMS model was presented between a
prediction system over Matlab/Simulink and
SimulationX. The decentralized EMS introduced in
this contribution is based on the micro market
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Table 2:Results of different operational scenario of smart home
Winter Season
Scenario

Summer Season

Year

€

%

€

%

€

%

Bounded Interval

75.80

5.60

83.60

7.90

159.40

6.68

Specific Modes
of Operation

80.11

6.00

87.70

8.30

167.90

7.03

Free Search

106.72

7.98

112.30

10.68

219.04

9.17

Figure 8: Smart home model topology

Figure 9: Overall system behavior within a summer week
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